Boston Tech Conference and Expo  
April 12, 2024, 8 am

Speaker Line up

7:30 am Boston Style Breakfast Buffet – All day beverage service
8:00 am IEEE Announcements
8:05 am Introduction of all the speakers
8:10 am Kickoff Mayor
8:25 am Yuri Quintana, Chief, Division of Clinical Informatics, Beth Israel Harvard Medical
8:50 am Clark Wiedetz Chief Sales Officer at GreenStruxure, ‘Green Energy Case Studies’.
9:15 am Pranav Chaudhary Senior Software Engineer at Amazon
9:40 am Ernesto Vega Janica Senior Fire Protection Engineer Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
10:05 am Dr. Torbjørn Lembke, Chief Maglev Scientist, MagLev Aero
10:30 am Ding Han Clean Energy Professional Leading Digital Transformation
10:55 am Abir Chermiti, CEO Coach
11:20 am Tim Callahan, Engineering Manager, Eversource, ‘Generation/Load Decoupling Standard’
11:45 am Marie Tupaj and Peter Shea How Schools and Colleges are Adopting AI & ML- STEM Classroom
12:10 pm Special Guest Prize Pack Giveaway
12:15 pm Lunch The Cape Cod Buffet
12:45 pm Bob Frankston, IEEE Fellow and Distinguished Lecturer, IEEE Consumer Technology Society
1:10 pm Frank B. DeFina, Business Development Manager Vaisala ‘Extreme Weather in the Urban Environment’
1:35 pm Joseph Redmond, PE, Electrical Team Leader at B2Q
2:00 pm Adam Gutbezahl, associate at Ruberto, Israel & Weiner, ‘Balancing AI Benefits & Workplace Challenges.’
2:25 pm Mahdi Haghzadeh, PhD, RF Engineering, Founder, Cognitave, Inc., Radar for Advanced Vehicular Systems
2:50 pm Maria Palombini, Global Practice Leader, Healthcare & Life Sciences
3:15 pm Mansoor Khan, Virtual Power Plants, Land Heart Energy
3:40 pm Saurav Bhattacharya, Researcher, Engineer, Author, Speaker, Founder, Mentor in Digital Authentication Microsoft
4:05 pm Samuel Li, Building Digital Twin Metaverse Cities-Accelerating Urban Digital Transformation thru Emerging Tech
4:30 pm Phil Teague, ‘DC is the Future’, CEO and Founder Rectify Solar
4:55 pm Salute to the Speakers
5:00 pm Special Guest – Happy Hour - Networking

Washington Conference Room #2

9:00 am Astha Kukreja, ‘Robotics Autonomous Driving’, Technical Lead Systems Engineer
9:25 am Saad Thabit, Founder and Principal DRF Engineering Services
9:50 am Xinsheng Lou, Ph D, ISA Fellow, Director of ISA POWID, AI
10:15 am Anthony Romano, Dr. Hedge Fund
10:40 am Jeff Steffensen, Commissioning Market Leader, Affiliated Engineers
11:05 am Youcef Abdelli, Founder and CEO ZT1 Technology, Power Electronics dominate Sustainability Transition
11:30 am Phil Teague, ‘DC is the Future’, CEO and Founder Rectify Solar
11:55 am Olaoluwa Adeleke, Investment Banking, Private Equity and Venture Capital
12:55 pm Dr. Raj Vayyavur, Director Enterprise Architecture Data Governance at Public Consulting Group
1:20 pm Laiz Souto, Senior Research Associate Future Energy Networks, University of Bristol
4:55 pm Salute to the Speakers
5:00 pm Special Guest – Happy Hour - Networking